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Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore DOCG Dry Sparkling Wine  

Bortolin Angelo - Valdobbiadene DOCG “Desiderio” Dry

100% Glera

Southern

200/250 m.a.s.l.

Double arched cane at 3000 vines/ha - yield 135 q/ha

September - Exclusively hand-picked

Conegliano Valdobbiadene Method

30-40  days of aging on lees in autoclave

Pale straw yellow

Dry and harmonious with decisive varietal aromas  such as unripe white fruit and white flowers. 

A soft and round flavour, elegant in its simplicity, with a fruity aftertaste and bubbles (effervescence) that are fine and 
creamy on the palate.

24 months

11.5 % Vol.

5.5 g/l in Tartaric Acid

22 g/l

4.8 bar

Its sweetness makes it a wine to be uncorked for important moments and/or with dessert at the end of a meal to 
perfectly conclude a memorable occasion.

Serve at a temperature of 6-8°C

Protect from direct sunlight and sources of heat at a temperature of 15-20°C, preferably with the bottle upright. Do not 
refrigerate for long periods.

This Valdobbiadene DOCG, dedicated to the Angelo Bortolin’s father “Desiderio”, is the result of the selection of the best 
grapes that are brought to our winery. Few days before the harvest, Angelo and Desiderio, check all the vineyards. On 
the basis of personal feelings, result of a well-established knowledge of their land and territory, they will decide which 
grapes are going to create the cuvee of this Valdobbiadene. This is, among all, the sparkling wine with the highest 
residual sugar, and for this reason it is ideal at the end of the meal, perhaps accompanying creamy or shortcrust 
desserts.
It should be served between 6- 8°C, in order to contain its extraordinary softness.
In order to taste it in all its integrity, it should be consumed within 15/18 months from the bottling date.
To know when our Valdobbiadene DOCG has been bottled, just photograph the QR-CODE that is printed on the back 
label of our bottle, or connect to the site info.bortolinangelo.com and enter the lot number indicated. Hier you can 
know the organoleptic data of the bottle you are tasting, how many bottles and in which sizes the sparkling wine has 
been bottled, and see and download the certificate of suitability issued by the ministerial body VALORITALIA.
It is available in the size 0,75L in our personal bottle, that is inspired by the twisting branch of the vine.

Bortolin Angelo Spumanti Sas di Bortolin Desiderio & C.

Via Strada di Guia, 107 - 31049 Valdobbiadene (TV) - ITALIA 

Tel. (+39) 0423 900125 - Fax (+39) 0423 901015

info@bortolinangelo.com - www.bortolinangelo.com

WINE IN MODERATION

Bortolin Angelo Spumanti

aderisce al movimento del bere responsabile

www.wineinmoderation.eu

WINE TYPE__________________________________

WINE NAME ON LABEL__________________________________

GRAPE VARIETAL__________________________________

VINEYARD EXPOSURE__________________________________

VINEYARD ALTIMETRY __________________________________

TRAINING SYSTEM AND YIELD__________________________________

HARVEST PERIOD__________________________________

WINEMAKING__________________________________

AGING __________________________________

COLOUR__________________________________

AROMA __________________________________

FLAVOUR__________________________________

LONGEVITY __________________________________

ALCOHOL (average value)__________________________________

TOTAL ACIDITY (average value)__________________________________

RESIDUAL SUGAR (average value)__________________________________

PRESSURE at 20° C (average value)__________________________________

FOOD SUGGESTIONS __________________________________

SERVING TEMPERATURE__________________________________

STORAGE__________________________________

GENERAL DESCRIPTION__________________________________


